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ABSTRACT 

A systematic procedure is presented for judging the feasibility of bait substitution schemes in the 
Hawaiian fishery for skipjack tuna, Koteuwonlur pelamis. Over the period 1968-73, the opportunity 
cost of nehu, S to lephom purpureus, the bait now in use, peaked twice a year: during the first half of 
July when skipjack tuna catch rates were high and during the second half of December when the ex- 
vessel price of skipjack tuna was high. The opportunity cost averaged $4.78/lb, and increased by over 
100% during the period, due mostly to a rise in ex-vessel price of skipjack tuna. 

Feasibility of a bait substitution scheme during any season requires that unit production costs a re  
less than opportunity costs of acquiring nehu and that the quantity of bait produced does not exceed 
the amount usable. Judgment of feasibility rests on some critical assumptions concerning such fac- 
tors as the amount of nebu per bucket in the bait fishery, and the attractiveness of substitute baits 
relative to nehu. These must be substantiated through field experiments and sample surveys. 

INTRODUCTION 

For many years the Hawaiian fishery for skipjack tuna,  
or aku, Katsuwonus pelamis, has suffered a persistent 
case of stagnation. In spite of a rising consumer demand 
for tuna products and an ample exploitable resource, the 
average annual aku harvest has not been increased. Fur- 
ther, only one new vessel has entered the aku fleet in the 
last two decades, while many deteriorating boats have 
been retired and not replaced. The roots of this malaise 
were recognized long ago-a short supply of an essential 
ingredient, live bait, and failure of the fishing industry 
and supporting government agencies to develop sub- 
stitute or alternative bait supplies in a rather high-risk 
investment environment. 

The baitfish problem is a classic economic problem of 
technological substitution and its key elements may he 
convenientlv summarized as in Figure 1. This shows the 
joint behavior of the two key variables, unit production 
costs and usage rate, for two hypothetical alternative 
baits and for nehu, Stokphorus purpureus, the principal 
bait now in use. In this two-dimensional phase space, the 
industry is now a t  "A," and moving upwards on the nehu 
curve with rising costs and essentially constant usage 
rate. The conversion path, illustrated by a dotted line, 
shows how an expanding aku industry would presumably 
switch from nehu to a first substitute bait, then to a sec- 
ond alternative bait as economic considerations dic- 
tated. Discontinuities in the conversion path represent 
points of substitution. Ideally we would he able to 
forecast such a path for a variety of alternative baits, or 
a t  least to determine the points of intersection which in- 
dicate conditions favorable to the introduction of sub- 
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stitutes. The illustration used here assumes that  the two 
hypothetical substitutes are not yet feasible. In fact. the 
present positions of the cost paths for alternative baits, 
relative to the nehu curve, are uncertain. Research in 
progress may show, for example, that  the "Alt 1" sub- 
stitution scheme could now satisfy the present usage rate 
(about 170,000 Ib/yr) a t  a unit cost less than the present 
opportunity cost of' nehu (the opportunity cost for nehu 
used in fishing averaged $4.78/1b over 1968-73) 

~ 

BAIT USAGE RATE (THOUSANDS OF POUNDS PER YEAR 1 

Figure I.-Hypothetical relationships bctween unit bait m s t  nnd 
usage rate for nehu and two alternative baits. Ilotted linr is conver- 
sion path. Dashed line indicates uncertainty in position of "Al l .  I . "  
In recent years the industry has been approximately a t  point "A," 
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Solution of the baitfish problem clearly depends on 
success in two area: 1) technical development of alter- 
native bait supplies at unit costs permitting sub- E = amount of nehu used in DF days offish- 
stitution and 2)  practical demonstration of the effective- 

DF = number of days of fishing (old system), 
DE = number of days of baiting (old system), 

ing (old system) (Ib), 
ness of new baits and the building of confidence in their 
use among aku fishermen. Several determined efforts 
have been made along both lines, without much success 
(e.g., Shomura 1964; Shang and Iversen 1971). At pres- 
ent, two technical alternatives are under consideration, 
one involving the transportation of northern anchovy, 
Engradis mordax, from California to Hawaii in special 
tankers aboard roll-on/roll-off freighters and the other in- 
volving local mass-culture of the topminnow, h e c i l i a  

A = proportion of baiting time in old system 
- converted to fishing time in new system, 
- K = fixed costs, or costs independent of the 

number of days fished, the number of 
days baited or the amount of bait used 
($1, 

= operating costs for a day’s fishing ($/day), 
= operating costs for a day’s baiting ($/day), 
= price of bait purchased under new sys- 

k , 
k 
k ~ 

uit tata.  The anchovy transport alternative has been field 
tested rather extensively by the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, Honolulu Laboratory, for the past 
year, and topminnow culture, considered a possibility in 
Hawaii, is being pursued experimentally by the Hawaii 
Institute of Marine Biology of the llniversity of’ Hawaii 

tem ($Ab used). 

’l’he problem now is to find the value o fk  ,which satis- 
fies I’, = P 2 .  This value is the opportunity cost. OC, and 
IS easily h i n d  to be 

DF (Herrick 1977). 

properly evaluated, the basic substitution curve for nehu 
Before the feasibility of either ot  these schemes can he ()(‘ = (---&”-) ( n  . (’K 

D F  + DR R 
must he elucidated. The purpose ot this paper is to set 
out simple, systematic procedures for determining the 
present position of the nehu curve and for judging the 
feasibility of alternative bait substitution schemes. 

‘I’his is. in substance, equivalent to the result of Shang 
and Ivcxrsen (1951 1, but is put in a different form and is 
derived in a more direct and less convoluted manner. 
Note that the sollition for OC is independent of’the con- 
vwsion rate, A .  THE OPPoRruNrrY c o w  OF NEYCJ 

For most practical purposes the difference in operating 
costs mav he neglected. and the opportunity cost may be 
approximated by 

The principal difficulty in constructing a suhstitution 
curve for nehu is that  there is no tree market mechanism 
to measure the unit cost ofnehu. i.e., the valrie ( i t  nehu to  
fishermen. Instead, the worth of nehu must hc, apl)raised 
in terms of the value of opportunities foregone i n  the call- 
ture of the bait. ‘l’he opportunity cost of a unit ot nehu is 
simply the value ot the aku catch which could he o h -  
tamed i t  a unit of haiting time was spent in aku tishing, 
adjusted for the difference in operating costs. I t  is the 
price the fishermen could pay for nehu, in lieu of‘ gather- 
ing bait themselves, with no dift’erence in their potential 
profits. used. 

If we let P,  denote the fleet’s prot’it under the present 
system of’ baiting, and let P1 represent prolit under a new 
system in which some fraction of’ bait needs is fulfilled by 
a substitute, we may state the basic relations as 

n * CR - E-k ,DF - k ,DE - E 

()(’ = (p 3 n . C’H ($/lb) 
I IF  + DE 

’l’hiis the opportunity rost of’ nehu may be considered as 
the product ot three t’actors: 1 )  The  proportion ofpoten- 
tial fishing days now spent baiting, 2 )  the ex-vessel price 
ot aku, and : < I  the amount ofaku landed per unit ofnehu 

TEMPORAL VARIATION IN 
THE OPPORTUNITY COST 

Feasibility of any alternative to nehu will, of course, 
require that costs of that  bait, per unit used in fishing, be P> = 

and 

- 
-- K - k ,  (( DF + )] 

DF - 

where n = ex-vessel prices of aku ($Ab), 
CR = catch rate; pounds of aku landed per 

pGund of nehu used (IhAh), 

no greater than the opportunity cost of nehu. Of par- 
ticular significance will be any temporal variation in the 
value of nehu. A substitution scheme may be quite 
promising during seasons or years of high aku catch 
rates, say, hut be altogether infeasible otherwise. 

‘1’0 establish the seasonality of the opportunity cost, 
data from the aku fishery and the haiting operations were 
analyzed. The data represented a 6-yr period, 1968-73, 
and were obtained directly from the catch records sub- 
mitted by aku fishermen to the Hawaii Division of Fish 
and Game. The computations were based on statistics 
concerning all baitfishes taken in the daytime for aku 
fishing. Thus the label “nehu” on the results which fol- 
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low is meant to indicate only that nehu is the predomi- 
nant species involved, accounting for over 90% of the 
total bait catch. 
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The range of annual variation in the opportunity cost 
of nehu and the three component factors is shown in 
Figure 2. From 1968 through 1973 the opportunity cost 
more than doubled. Over the same period there was a 
general increase in the proportion of days baited and in 
the average catch of aku per pound of nehu used. But the 
dominant force in increasing the opportunity cost has 
been a sharp rise in the average aku price. This in- 
creased Sy 80% over the 6-yr period. 

The statistics plotted in Figure 2 are also given in 
Table 1 which presents, in addition, the monthly means 
of the opportunity cost for each year. 

Seasonal Variations 

Seasonal patterns of variation in the opportunity cost 
and its components were determined by computing 6-yr 
weighted averages of the appropriate biweekly statis- 
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Figure 3.-Seasonal variation in (A) opportu- 
nity cost of nehu, and (B) its majorcomponents, 
based on biweekly statistics averaged over 
1968-73. 
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tics. The results are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. The 
top panel (A) of Figure 3 shows the seasonal pattern of 
the average opportunity cost of nehu. The OC rises from 
a low in the last half of January to a peak in the first half 
of July, drops sharply to another low in September and 

turns upward again to reach its highest value of the year 
in late December. There is a twofold variation in the 
average biweekly OC during a year. 

In the bottom panel (B) of Figure 3, the seasonal 
behaviors of the three component factors are displayed. 

Table 1.-Variation in average opportunity cost of nebu (by month), proportion of days baited, aku caught 
per nehu used, ex-vessel aku price, aku caught per trip, and annual aku catch for 6-yr period, 1968-73. 

1968 1969 1970 197 1 1972 1973 

Average opportunity cost ($Ab) 
January 2.25 4.39 1.60 3.27 4.46 
February 2.22 3.48 4.63 2.58 4.83 
March 2.80 3.30 2.22 4.50 7.43 
April 2.83 3.58 2.49 4.59 8.60 
May 2.84 2.84 2.85 6.17 7.85 
June  3.01 3.50 2.74 7.40 6.87 
July 2 . S  3.05 4.24 6.08 7.23 
August 3.32 2.50 3.43 4.67 7.85 
September 2.85 2.61 4.80 4.51 4.97 
October 3.34 2.56 4.01 5.02 4.37 
November 3.16 2.58 4.79 7.00 5.41 
December 5.10 2.89 3.78 6.72 7.31 

Annual mean 2.98 3.05 3.61 5.38 6.51 
Proportion of days baited 0.325 0.334 0.355 0.402 0.386 
Aku caught per nehu used (Ibhb) 55.5 43.8 50.0 64.8 62.5 
Kx-vessel aku price ($Ab) 0.165 0.209 0.203 0.207 0.270 
Aku caught per trip (Ib/trip) 4,163 3,327 3.836 6,475 5,763 
Annual aku catch (metric tons) 4.218 2.692 ~ 3.332 6,004 4,948 ~ 

3.43 
7.05 
6.18 
7.78 
7.58 
7.93 
8.34 
6.86 
3.35 
4.96 
6.60 
7.37 
6 80 
0 390 

0.297 
58.6 

5.588 
4,859 

Table Z.--Seasonat variation in proportion of days baited, aku caught per nehu used, average ex-vessel aku price. 
average opportunity cost of nehu. average aku catch, present bail usage rate and potential bail usage rate. Estimates 
are weighted means of biweekly statistics covering a 6-yr period, 1968-73. - 
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The proportion of days baited does not vary over a wide 
range-from about 32% to 42%. It is not an important 
determinant of seasonal variation. Perhaps the most sig- 
nificant factor in fluctuations of the OC is seasonal 
change in the catch rate. From a low point in March this 
component more than trebles in the next 4 mo. The catch 
rate then begins a steady downturn which continues over 
an 8-mo period, except for a slight rise in November, 

The third component of the OC, the ex-vessel price of 
aku, is very responsive to seasonal changes in the supply 
of aku on local markets and is thus inversely related to 
the catch rate (Fig. 3B, 4). The price considered here is 
the weighted average of the individual prices for fresh 
fish and for aku delivered to the Hawaiian Tuna Packers 
cannery. Though in recent years there has been a 
negotiated minimum price for aku sold on the fresh fish 
market, it is effective only during the summer season of 
high aku supply, when most of the aku landed are ab- 
sorbed by the cannery. In months of short supply, when a 
relatively large share of the aku catch is sold fresh, the 
fresh fish price is well above the minimum level. 

As shown in Figure 3B, the highest average prices oc- 
cur in March, and these correspond to the annual 
minimum in catch rate. As the supply of aku is in- 
creased by the steady rise in catch rates during April, 
May, and June the aku price drops to a June low. During 
the second half of the “average” year the reverse pattern 
is observed. There is one brief deviation in the pattern: 
during the late December holiday season the high de- 
mand for aku bids up the price sharply, but by mid- 
January this effect disappears. 

THE FEASIBILITY LINE 

In the search for substitute baits, important decisions 
will have to be made concerning the scale of operations of 
transport or culture schemes and the extent of bait needs 
which the substitution schemes are intended to fulfill. A 

small pilot project might be viable only if its operation 
was restricted to the relatively brief period of highest op- 
portunity cost for nehu. In most schemes it is likely that 
as the scale of operations is increased the unit costs of 
bait production or delivery will be reduced, though at  a 
diminishing rate, and a greater share of total bait needs 
can be satisfied. 

There are two obvious conditions which must be met to 
establish the feasibility of a n  al ternat ive bait  
program: 1) During the period of each year when the 
substitution scheme is operating, the opportunity cost of’ 
nehu must not be less than the unit costs of the alter- 
native bait (appropriately adjusted for mortality 
hetween delivery and usage), and 2)  the quantity of bait 
produced bv the scheme must not exceed the potential 
amount usable during the period. Figure 5 shows how a 
particular substitution scheme, producing bait a t  
$4.50/lb used, generates a feasible period of about 7 
m0-5 mo in the spring and summer and 2 mo at  the end 
ot’ the year. During this period, according to Table 2, 
about 190,000 Ib of bait could be used. For each point on 
the ordinate there is a different maximum usage rate. 
Together these form the feasibility line or demand curve 
shown in Figure 6. Substitution schemes producing more 
bait than can be used or producing bait a t  a cost exceed- 
ing the critical cost will fall in the infeasible region to the 
right of the line. As the opportunity cost of nehu in- 
creases, the curve will of course shift upwards. 

EVALUATING 
ALTERNATIVE BAIT SYSTEMS 

The feasible region of Figure 6 defines the set of suh- 
stitution schemes which may be considered as alter- 
natives to the current practice of using nehu only. Each 
(hypothetical) scheme in the region will produce an in- 
crease in profits to the aku fleet. In addit,ion, there 
presumably will be benefits to the processing sector of‘ 

0 - .I94 + ,348 ( 0033)‘ 

Figure 4.--Helationship between average ex-vessel 
aku price and average skipjack tuna landings. based 
on biweekly statistics averaged over 1968-73. 
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1 Figure 5.-Seasonal pattern in opportunity cost of 
nehu, averaged over 1968-73, showing the feasible pe- 
riod for bait substitution generated by a scheme pro- 

w 

Li ducing bait a t  a cost of $4.50/lh used. 
0 0 

the industry, unmeasured by the opportunity cost analy- 
sis, due to  the rise in aku production. We may define the 
“best” system as  the one generating the greatest in- 
crease in the fleet’s profits. 

To compute the catch revenues and net costs under 
each alternative scheme we first determine the cor- 
responding distribution of work days (potential fishing 
days). This partitioning is accomplished by solving the 
system of equations 

LIT = AUF t A1)B 
HU = aAUF - BAUB 

where DT = total work days during the feasible pe- 

RD = amount of bait delivered and used by 
the substitution scheme during the 
feasible period, 

= amount of bait used in a day of aku fish- 

= amount of bait obtained in a day of bait- 

riod, 

a 

B 
ing, 

ing (after initial mortality), 

AUF = adjusted days fishing, 
AUB = adjusted days baiting. 

It is easy to show that the only nontrivial solution is 

and 
AUB = U T  - AUF 

The coefficients CY and e are different for each feasible 
period (delivery season) and are computed from current 
statistics. 

With A U B  and AUF determined for a particular sub- 
stitution scheme we can compute the net gain to the aku 
tleet as 

-2- 1 1 1 
50 100 150 200 250 

MAXIMUM BAIT USAELE (THOUSANDS OF POUNDS) 

Figure Q.-F.easibility line for judging bait substitution schemes. 
Schemes falling in the infeasible region produce more bait than can 
be used in the feasible period generated. The feasibility curve is also 
the demand curve for bait in the Hawaiian aku fishery. 

= Additional Costs of’ bait Additional 

revenue costs 
catch - purchase - net operating 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES 

The foregoing sections have outlined three basic steps 
in establishing the feasibility of bait substitution 
schemes in the Hawaiian aku fishery. These are: 1) deter- 
mine the seasonal pattern of the opportunity cost of 
nehu; 2) compute the boundaries of the feasible region, 
Le., determine the feasibility line; and 3) for each alter- 
native substitution scheme in the feasible set compute 
the corresponding gain to the aku fleet. 

At each step a number of critical assumptions are 
made. Basically there are two classes of assumptions. 
The first class involves assumptions made in estimat- 
ing the feasibility line, i.e., the opportunity cost of nehu 
and the potential bait usage rate. One such assumption 
e.g., concerns the size of a bucket of nehu. In estimating 
the opportunity cost of nehu we must convert the bait 
usage rate from buckets per day, the reported unit, to 
pounds per day. The standard conversion rate used his- 
torically and in this paper is 7 pounds of nehu per bucket. 
On the other hand we may choose to adopt a figure of 
14.2 lbhucket on the strength of recent sampling (Hida 
and Wetherall 1977). If this is done, the estimates of po- 
tential bait usage will increase by 10376, while estimates 
of the catch rate and hence the opportunity cost of nehu 
will be cut by one-half. 

The second category of assumptions concerns details of 
specific substitution schemes considered in step 
(3)-items such as expected survival rates during bait 
transport, reproductive capacity of cultured bait, a t -  
tractiveness of the alternative bait relative to the stan- 
dard bait, and so on. Survival rates during transport and 
similar parameters are likely to be fairly well known from 
experiments and trial runs of the system. However, other 
important assumptions, such as those concerning the 
relative attractiveness of the alternative bait, tend to be 
accepted uncritically. That  they become tacit assump- 
tions is a dangerous pitfall in a feasibility analy- 
sis-they must be made explicit, and tested if possible. 

In the case of relative attractiveness of the standard 
bait and its alternatives, it is common a t  the outset to as- 
sume equivalence, but in the absence of concrete 
evidence supporting this assumption. a range of values 
should be explored. For a first-cut assessment, a 
reasonable range can be established without field trials. 
On theoretical grounds, e.g., we may expect that  attrac- 
tiveness of a pound of chummed bait is proportional to 
the surface area of the bait. The surface area of an in- 
dividual fish is roughly proportional to the square of its 
length, so fish for fish the larger northern anchovy may 
be more attractive than nehu. But there are more nehu 
per pound. The number per pound is the reciprocal of 
average individual weight, and this is proportional to the 
cube of length. Combining the “surface area” and ‘hum-  
ber per pound” considerations, and noting the similarity 
in morphornetrics between the two species, we may con- 
clude that pound for pound the relative attractiveness of 
nehu versus anchovy is inversely proportional to the ratio 
of their average lengths. That is, if the anchovy are twice 
as long, they are only half as attractive as nehu, pound 

for pound. While this analysis ignores possible dif- 
ferences in behavior and other important characteristics 
(Yuen 1977), i t  provides useful guidance for setting limits 
to the assumption on relative attractiveness. 

The effect of average size on relative attractiveness is 
important not only in choosing between two alternative 
bait species, but also in finding the best size for any par- 
ticular species. Where a range of bait sizes is available, 
an optimum size surely exists. Of course, determining 
the optimum will involve consideration not only of 
relative attractiveness but also other factors such as  
carrying capacity of baitwells for different sized fish, 
relative production costs, and so on. 

Finally, implicit in the earlier discussion on evalua- 
ting alternative systems is the assumption that the entire 
amount of bait delivered is purchased and used by the 
aku fishermen (or accepted and used, in the case of a ver- 
tically integrated system). If this is not the case, and 
some bait dies or is discarded between the time of 
delivery and fishing, then two important results follow. 
First, the unit cost of bait under the scheme is in- 
creased. If the fraction of bait ultimately used is k, the 

cost will increase by a factor of-over the unit cost under 

full utilization. Second, the net gain to the fleet will not 
be as great. l‘he correct result is found using the equation 
given above for GAIN, but substituting a more general 
expression for adjusted days fishing, 

I 
c1 

and, if the bait is purchased a t  cost, an amended cost 
figure, _1. k 

)I 

It is clear, then, that  in judging bait substitution 
schemes no meaningful conclusions can be drawn 
without a careful consideration of assumptions under- 
pinning the analysis. Quoting appropriately from Chap- 
man (1965), “. . . if far reaching assumptions are made, 
then strong conclusions are reached. But if these as- 
sumptions are not accepted, then the whole structure 
built upon sand collapses.” 
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